
Randomness   some   used   some   not,   not   playtested   in   most   cases   and   most   likely   broken   but  
something   maybe   of   use   to   someone.  
 
SLA   Hardware   and   Weapons  
 
SLA   2-2   Nit   Picker   (Shot   Pistol)   
Some   see   the   BLA   Derringer   as   a   ‘Girly’   concealed   weapon   and   would   prefer   something   a   li�le   more  
‘Manly’,   something   that   packs   a   li�le   more   bang   albeit   with   the   sacrifice   of   range.    The   ‘Nit   Picker’   is  
a   new   weapon   to   join   those   that   are   designed   specifically   for   concealment   as   the   number   one   design  
feature.    It   is   a   modified   over   and   under   shotgun   with   a   similar   arrangment   to   that   of   the   Derringer,  
two   barrels   facilita�ng   two   shells.  
Unlike   those   that   have   modified   weapons   in   the   past   which   have   resul�ng   in   significant  
reconstruc�ve   surgery   to   the   hands,   this   weapon   has   been   specifically   designed   to   reduce   and  
‘splash   back’   on   the   user   by   installing   a   hand   guard   around   the   trigger.  
One   of   the   main   drawbacks   of   this   type   of   weapon   is   the   significantly   reduced   barrel   length   which  
has   an   obvious   impact   on   the   weapons   effec�ve   range,   shot   shells   fired   beyond   this   range   only   deal  
half   damge   out   to   twice   this   range.  
 
Name:   2-2  
Weight:   0.5kg  
Clip:   2  
Cal:   10g  
ROF:   1/2  
RCL:   6/8  
Range:   2m  
Cost:   90c  
 
Hughes   Industries   U�litarian   powered   equipment.  
Rail   Caster   –   This   climbing   aid   is   larger   than   most   climbing   kits,   with   its   design   uses   rail   technology   to  
propel   climbing   a�achment   in   one   or   two   direc�ons   allowing   the   unit   to   be   u�lised   to   traverse  
directly   between   two   high   points   in   a   controlled   manner.  
The   Rail   Caster   comes   with   a   detachable   ‘skate’   that   traverses   the   line   allowing   the   user   to   go   in  
either   direc�on.    The   skate   is   powered   so   that   it   can   ascend   or   descend   at   any   gradient.  
The   device   also   has   control   nodes   on   each   of   the   climbing   a�achments   allowing   the   device   to   be  
controlled   remotely,   however   master   control   is   always   via   the   main   sec�on   of   the   unit   which  
automa�cally   overrides   the   periphery   control   nodes.  
 
Armour   
Hughes   Indus�res   B.E.A.S.T   (Ba�le   Enhanced   Animal   Strike   Technology)    –   Extensively   modified   off  
the   shelf   armour,   re-engineered   to   allow   your   favourite   companion   to   accompany   you   in   any   combat  
environment.  
Select   the   suit   and   modifica�ons   you   require.    Standard   costs   are   that   of   sacrificial   suit   plus   20%.  
Offer   animal   handling   tui�on   in   the   instruc�on   and   handling   of   your   pets   making   it   reliable   and   loyal  
companion.    Apply   now.  
 
Hughes   Industries    Par   4   Detonator   Bullpup   Pistol   Conversion    –   Seeing   this   weapon   as   a   versa�le  
choice   for   the   shoulder   weapon   mount   or   even   pistol   grip   for   greater   weapon   manoeuvrability   in  



CQB…and   that   the   weapon   uses   energy   rather   than   slug   ammuni�on,   the   design   was   adjusted   to   fit  
comfortably   without   detriment   to   the   suits   user.  

The   weapon   was   stripped   down   and   only   the   necessary   components   required   for   the   business   end  
were   used,   as   the   gun   derives   its   source   of   energy   from   the   suits   power   valuable   space   was   saved   by  
making   use   of   this   resource   and   having   an   energy   conduit   cable   to   provide   the   weapon   power   from  
the   energy   source,   therefore   every   shot   type   uses   energy   in   the   form   of   hours   rather   than   round  
equivalents,   as   this   suit   is   powered   by   fusion   turbines   no   power   is   actually   expended,   however   the  
weapon   can   not   be   fired   whilst   the   turbines   are   ac�ve.  

Also   to   minimise   the   bulk   on   the   weapon   mount   the   main   processes   involved   for   the   weapon   take  
place   within   the   suit   just   behind   the   shoulder,   delivering   the   energy   required   for   the   blasts   through   a  
conduit   built   into   the   weapon   mount   itself.  

The   barrel   has   been   shortened   considerably   and   uses   a   bull   pup   configura�on   that   makes   it   far   more  
user   friendly   to   the   user   in   addi�on   to   the   ergonomic   enhancement,   the   single   barrel   is   no   longer  
capable   of   handling   the   discharge   for   Bomb   1   and   2,   therefore   two   addi�onal   stubby   barrels   have  
been   added   which   means   two   are   used   for   Bomb1   and   three   are   used   for   Bomb   2.  

In   addi�on   the   weapon   will   use   all   three   barrels   if   fired   as   an   automa�c   as   opposed   to   single   shot.  
Due   to   the   �me   it   takes   for   the   capacitance   to   reach   op�mum   levels   it   takes   an   addi�onal   phase   to  
recharge   a�er   a   bomb,   if   bomb   2   is   fired   the   rifle   func�on   will   also   take   an   extra   phase   to   recharge  
plus   two   phases   before   bomb   op�on   is   available.  

The   weapon   has   three   built   in   laser   painters   to   aid   targe�ng   which   is   done   purely   by   the   orienta�on  
of   the   helmet   and   the   targe�ng   re�cule   on   the   H.U.D.,   it   also   gives   a   visual   indica�on   to   the   user   to  
which   mode   has   been   selected.    It   is   also   worth   no�ng   that   it   is   impossible   to   snap   shoot   with   this  
weapon   due   to   its   func�onality.  

Cost:   11,000Cr?  

 

Hughes   Industries    Weaponised   Climbing   Kits    –   Built   into   the   forearms   are   high   tensile  
monofilament   wire   with   self-a�aching   grips   on   the   ends   capable   of   suppor�ng   the   users   bodyweight  
and   equipment   even   when   accelera�ng   or   decelera�ng.    The   climbing   grips   are   propelled   from   the  
forearm   using   the   same   gauss   rail   technology   that   is   also   successfully   used   with   the   SP   vibro   design.  
Climbing   kits   are   not   normally   used   as   weapons   but   if   used   in   such   an   aggressive   way   the   grip   has   the  
following   stats:   Dam   3,   Pen   16,   AD   1,   –2   to   hit,   its   range   is   as   its   normal   use   which   is   20m,   a�er   which  
the   penetra�on   value   drops   off   by   1   for   every   meter   beyond   this   range   with   an   addi�onal   -1   to   hit,   if  
the   grip   manages   to   penetrate   any   armour   it   will   remain   held   fast   un�l   the   user   decides   to   detach  
the   climbing   kit   or   the   target   cuts   the   wire   using   any   edged   weapon,   for   every   phase   the   grip   remains  
inside   the   target   will   suffer   a   further   1   damage   every   phase.    If   the   grip   penetrates   an   un-armoured  
target   the   grip   will   come   loose   if   either   the   grip   is   retracted   or   enough   force   is   exerted   to   pull   the   grip  
out,   in   this   instance   the   target   would   suffer   an   addi�onal   8   damage   and   a   wound.  

Cost:   600Cr?  

Hughes   Industries    Jolt   Climbing   Kit   Upgrade    –   Contained   within   the   base   of   each   climbing   kit   is   a  
small   electrical   pack   which   houses   its   own   independent   power   supply   that   offers   ten   discharges,  
enough   to   stun   a   target   if   the   user   so   wishes,   a�er   which   the   packs   would   need   recharging.    The  



added   benefit   of   this   is   the   charge   can   bypass   any   armours   and   delivered   straight   to   the   target   inside,  
if   the   user   so   wishes.  

Cost:   200Cr?  

 
Hughes   Industries    MH   Goggles  
Aviators   (any   style   of   standard   glasses)   180c   -   Provide   IR   and   UV   capability   plus   an�   dazzle   to   the  
front   only.  
Signature   Goggles   (any   goggle   style)   370c   -   IR   and   UV,   complete   an�   dazzle   protec�on,   x4   toggle  
magnifica�on,   range   finder.   Gives   protec�on   to   eyes   from   gases   etc  
 
BLA   045M   “Cobra”  
Using   the   blueprints   of   the   blitzer,   the   cobra   is   a   downsized   version   accep�ng   10mm   ammuni�on,   this   design  
was   brought   forward   by   an   opera�ve   who   could   see   the   benefits   of   a   six   shooter   when   using   hotline   to   reduce  
any   nasty   consequences.  

We   agreed   that   the   poten�al   of   a   smaller   version   of   the   blitzer   would   be   profitable   taking   in   considera�on   that  
the   donkeywork   had   already   been   done   on   a   previous   design.  

Type:   Pistol ROF:   1 Recoil:   5 Range:   20m  

COST:   150c  

 

BLA   045Ms   “Spitting   Cobra”   (special   edition)  
To   further   improve   the   capabili�es   of   withstanding   any   unwanted   discharge   a   special   version   of   the   Cobra   was  
commissioned,   the   cylinder   has   been   designed   to   insulate   each   individual   bullet   cartridge   by   inser�ng   a  
ceramic   sleeve   held   in   posi�on   by   insula�ng   resin.    The   grip   and   trigger   have   also   been   insulated   to   protect   the  
user.  

The   discharge   passes   through   the   firing   pin   into   a   wire   coil   that   spirals   along   the   length   of   the   en�re   barrel   that  
dissipates   the   discharge   in   the   form   of   heat.  

COST:   350c  

 

711   Shades   “HUD   Wrap”  
Xeno   specific   shades   also   known   as   the   HUD   wrap,   wrap   snugly   around   the   sides   of   a   Xeno’s   head   where   they  
grip   securely,   these   shades   do   not   cover   all   seven   eyes,   just   one   on   either   side   of   their   head   and   the   main  
central   eye.    The   two   side   lenses   have   been   enhanced   to   give   UV   sight   capabili�es   with   the   central   eye   lens  
enhanced   to   contain   a   HUD   matrix   built   in.  

The   HUD   automa�cally   func�ons   when   systems   are   connected   to   the   shades   via   wired   or   wireless   transmission.  
The   shades   have   limited   processing   power   only   allowing   an   addi�onal   two   systems   to   be   connected   i.e   mo�on  
scanner,   environmental   scanner,   finance   chip   detector   etc.  

Over   the   right   side   of   the   shades   a   rangefinder   has   been   carefully   inbuilt   into   the   leg   that   automa�cally  
overlays   the   distance   in   the   top   right   corner   of   the   HUD.    A   small   power   cell   in   the   opposite   leg   counteracts   the  
weight   imbalance   and   powers   the   shades   (ba�ery   life   2000hrs).  

When   the   life   of   the   ba�ery   is   coming   to   an   end   a   warning   light   flashes   up   on   the   HUD   to   warn   the   user   that  
they   have   six   hours   le�   before   ba�ery   life   expires.  

711   shades   come   in   a   variety   of   colours   including   clear   to   compliment   their   chameleon   like   ability.  



COST:   280c  

 

Silent   A�endant   (Wrist   Pulse   Injector)  

From   their   outset   wrist   pulse   injectors   have   saved   countless   lives,   there   only   one   drawback   is   the   fact   they  
don’t   operate   when   the   owner   is   unconscious   and   dying.  

The   silent   a�endant   version   monitors   the   wearers   thought   processes   via   a   sensor   placed   anywhere   on   their  
head,   once   the   sensor   detects   irregular   thought   processes,   the   a�endant   will   automa�cally   begin   injec�ng  
whatever   drugs   are   contained   within   its   miniscule   metal   vials.  

The   silent   a�endant   has   the   capacity   to   hold   eight   vials   that   rotate   around   the   wrist   strap   on   �ny   rails,   to  
protect   the   mechanism   the   whole   thing   is   concealed   behind   protec�ve   metal   cover   that   contains   a   digital  
display   showing   the   number   of   vials   le�.  

COST:   95c  

 

Stormer   Weapon   Harness  
U�lising   the   Chagrin’s   massive   strength   capabili�es,   the   weapon   harness   has   been   developed   to   support   the  
guns   and   ammo   they   are   likely   to   carry,   especially   considering   that   they   are   more   likely   to   fire   rifles   one   handed  
to   most   races   who   would   only   be   firing   pistols   and   some   SMG’s   one   handed   at   a   push.  

The   massive   harness   fits   over   the   shoulders   of   the   Chagrin   and   clips   round   the   chest   and   waist,   the   straps   are  
fully   adjustable   and   made   to   accommodate   the   various   armours   that   the   Chagrin   may   employ.    Each   harness  
comes   complete   with   two   waldo   units   and   clips   for   ammo   bins   on   each   side.  

On   the   back   of   the   harness   is   the   backpack   that   is   sec�oned   off   into   mul�ple   compartments   giving   the   chagrin  
massive   storage   capacity.    The   base   of   the   back   sec�on   also   contains   the   retractable   harness   stands   which  
extend   out   to   the   ground   taking   the   weight   of   the   harness   allowing   the   Chagrin   to   remove   himself   from   the  
harness   and   allowing   easy   access   to   storage   compartments   at   a   desirable   height.  

Along   with   the   electrics   used   in   the   stand,   there   are   two   bu�ons   on   the   waist   belt   to   retract   each   individual  
waldo   unit   placing   the   gun   behind   them   allowing   movement   of   the   arms   with   complete   freedom.    For  
emergencies   there   is   a   break   glass   style   emergency   release   bu�on   that   releases   all   the   straps   simultaneously  
le�ng   the   harness   fall   to   the   floor   behind   them.  

The   harness   reduces   recoil   from   any   rifle   installed   by   one,   and   reduces   their   effec�ve   dexterity   by   two   points;  
the   dexterity   reduc�on   is   ignored   if   the   Chagrin’s   effec�ve   strength   including   adjustments   from   armour   and  
drugs   etc   reaches   21+.  

COST:   680c  

N.B:   Stormer   313’s   can   also   use   this   harness   if   they   have   a   strength   of   18+.  
 

714   Quad   Dominion   Weapon   Platform  
This   quad   limb   variant   works   in   the   same   way   as   the   stormer   weapon   harness,   the   only   differences   being   that   it  
has   four   waldo   units   and   clips   for   four   ammo   bins.    Their   effec�ve   dexterity   is   reduced   by   four   points,   the   first  
two   points   of   dexterity   reduc�on   is   ignored   if   the   Chagrin’s   effec�ve   strength   including   adjustments   from  
armour   and   drugs   etc   reaches   21+,   the   remaining   two   points   are   ignored   if   their   effec�ve   strength   reaches   24+.  

COST:   1120c  
 

Head   Mounted   Motion   Scanner   “Skull   Cap”  
The   scull   cap   is   circular   in   construc�on   with   a   flexible   rubber   lip   around   the   rim   so   a   comfortable   fit   and  
effec�ve   can   be   achieved.    The   Skull   cap   contains   the   same   technology   as   found   in   a   standard   mo�on   scanner  



but   without   the   view   screen,   images   can   be   relayed   to   a   remote   screen   or   eyepiece   either   by   wired   or   wireless  
transmission   (each   sold   separately)   

The   following   func�ons   are   available   on   the   skull   cap   to   make   opera�on   simple,   to   the   back   of   the   mo�on  
scanner   there   are   three   paddle   type   bu�ons   which   have   been   textured   differently   to   aid   recogni�on   when   on  
the   head   so   unit   doesn’t   need   removing   for   any   adjustments.  

The   first   bu�on   simply   turns   the   unit   on.    The   second   beam   adjusts   the   beam   width   from   60   to   120   degrees,  
this   func�on   reduces   its   effec�ve   range   from   50m   down   to   25m   at   its   widest   se�ng.    The   third   bu�on  
increases   the   scan   rate   from   its   normal   to   double   the   rate   which   improves   picture   clarity   and   prevents   blurring,  
like   the   beam   adjustment   this   reduces   the   effec�ve   range   by   half   and   further   reduces   the   range   to   12.5m   if  
used   in   conjunc�on   with   beam   func�on.  

COST:   210c  

714   Vibro   Tips  
Designed   to   fit   over   the   �ps   of   the   Chagrin’s   tusks,   these   �ps   form   a   very   sharp   ceramic   point   that   are   further  
enhanced   with   vibro   technology   to   deal   devasta�ng   blows   to   any   that   stand   in   their   way.  

DAM:   5 PEN:   4 AD:   3  

COST:   120c   (Pair)  

 
SSU  
"Your   phone,   Jack   Deck,   Slab   or   Sychronis�c   System   Unit   as   it's   formerly   known   in   its   concep�on   phase   is  
a   herme�cally   sealed   unit   that   works   in   any   environment   you   can   think   of   and   has   been   tested   to   Dante  
specifica�ons,   these   things   have   literally   saved   peoples   lives!   Not   only   does   the   unit   go   months   between  
charges   it's   capacity   for   storage   and   datalinks   makes   it   almost   an   inexhaus�ble   unit   to   support   you   where  
ever   you   go.  
 
We   know   99%   of   you   out   there   use   it   to   phone   in   a   BPN,   contact   squad   mates   or   just   get   in   a   take   out.   But  
those   of   you   who   wish   to   use   if   for   more   than   just   messaging,   it   is   completely   compa�ble   with   all   licensed  
SLA   products,   with   the   facility   to   sync   with   all   electrical   units   by   a   simple   swipe   across   the   back   ac�ng   as  
an   IO,   hub   or   link   between   more   than   one   device.  
 
Swipe   a   mo�on   scanner   and   get   display   on   a   phone,   great   idea   to   share   data   between   those   close   by,   or  
even   link   it   with   your   HUD.   Data   slugs   or   chippy   leads   no   longer   needed   just   slap   them   on   the   magne�sed  
casing   or   'swipe'   shove   it   in   your   pocket   and   job   done.  
 
Upgrade   with   wet   grip   or   fit   the   compa�ble   mag   holds   for   electrical   devices   and   never   need   to   worry  
about   using   your   hands   again,   sync   your   throat   mic,   'swipe'   your   voice   pros   and   never   worry   about   noise  
pollu�on   ge�ng   in   the   way   of   a   dose   again,   helping   you   achieve   what   you   are   out   there   to   do."   
 
Shaktar   Figh�ng   Daggers  
Unpowered   version:   Dam   4,   Pen   2,    AD   1.   Cost   120c   
Powered   version:   Dam   5,   Pen   3,   AD   1.   Cost   220c  
 
Compound   bow   (Standard)    –   As   per   Contract   Directory   page   106   except   price   is   600c,   max   effec�ve  
range   40m,   ROF   1*  
 
Compound   Bow   (Op�mised)    –   These   bows   have   had   their   draw   weight   adjusted   to   op�mise   strength  
bonus   in   the   form   of   increased   range   (+5m   per   one   strength   bonus)   and   ROF   1*   1000c   star�ng   price  
+   150c   per   strength   bonus  



N.B:   *ROF   can   be   increase   by   one   by   using   the   quick   draw   advantage  
 
A�achments  
Stabilisers   =   Bipod:   +1   Med   to   Long,    Price   as   per   bipod  
Pin   sights   =    +1   for   op�mum   to   long.   (1   pin,   2   pin   or   3   pin).   Price   as   per   different   telescopic   sights.  
Laser   Painter   =   +1   for   Point   Blank   to   op�mum  
 
Range   (Arrow) Penalty/Bonuses Penalty/Bonuses  

Op�mised Standard  
Close   Combat Ineffec�ve Ineffec�ve  
Point   Blank +3,   +1   dam,   +str   bon   pen,   +1   ad +3,   +1   dam,   +1   pen,   +1   ad  
Op�mum   (Short) +0,   +½    str   bon   pen   (rounded   up)*,   +1   ad +1   pen  
Medium   (Opt.   x2) -2,   +½   str   bon   pen   (rounded   down)* -3,   -1   dam  
Long   (Opt.   x4) -5,   -1   dam -7,   -1   dam,   -1   pen   
*Bonus  
N.B:   Bonuses   to   Dam,   AP,   and   AD   do   not   apply   to   arrows   with   the   burst   subtype.  
 

Name  Type  Range  
Adj.  Dam  Pen  AD  Reusable  

Y/N/P  Cost  Notes  

Standard  S  +0  4  6  1  Y  5  Standard   flighted   and   sha�   with   bullet   �pped   point  
Cross-Head  S  -10  8  2  4  Y  6  Standard   flighted   and   sha�   with   blunted   ‘crossed’   �p  

Fowling  S  +0  7  4  2  Y  6   
HE  SE  -20  14  4  8  N  15   

Flick   Blade  SM  -5  12  2  2  Y  12  
The   force   of   contact   pushes   on   the   the   �p   of   the   arrow   force  
the   retractable   blades   out   increasing   the   amount   of   �ssue  
damage.  

COMET  CIAP(R)  +10  8  11  3  N  25  
Sha�   contains   propellent,   that   ignites   as   the   knock   leaves   the  
bowstring   increasing   its   speed,   effec�ve   range   and   accuracy  
(Range   modifiers   halved)   (+2   dam   upto   op�mum   range)  

VIPER  MTAP  -10  2  8  2  Y  30  

Standard   toxin   delivery   system,   toughened   vial   and   recessed  
needle   packaged   in   head   with   injector   piston   within   sha�.  
Momentum   of   arrow   forces   metal   piston   forward   insinde   the  
sha�   forcing   the   needle   out   the   �p   and   push   the   contents   out  
of   the   vial   like   an   injector.    Toxins/Drugs   sold   seperately.  

FIREFLY  IB  -5  2  1  2  P  10  

Vial   containing   fluid   the   is   designed   to   break   on   contact   if  
enough   force   is   applied,   the   fluid   spontaneously   combusts   on  
contact   and   sets   fire   to   anything   it   comes   into   contact   with  
unless   wet.   Deals   an   addi�onal   3   damage   plus   three   for   2  
phases.    Wet   reduces   effect   to   one   additonal   round   and   half  
damage   rounded   down.   Armour   unaffected.  

SABRETOOTH  MEAP  -25  12  7  4  P  20  

On   contact   an   explosive   charge   forces   to   mini   pincers   forward  
in   a   circular   mo�on   where   they   bite   into   whatever   they   come  
into   contact   with.   If   they   do   not   penetrate   they   do   an  
addi�onal   4   points   of   AD.    As   part   of   the   explosive   charge   the  
sha�   of   the   arrow   becomes   detached   leaving   the   arrowhead  
inbedded,   where   it   will   con�nue   to   cause   aggravs�on   and  
poten�al   addi�onal   damage.  

HAMMERHEAD  EB  -35  16  2  12  P  22  

Designed   to   give   blunt   force   trauma,   this   is   a   heavy   weighted  
arrow   head   encapsula�ng   a   charge   and   thick   metal   plug   that  
detaches   when   detonated,   propelled   forward   out   of   the   main  
arrow   head.   Phys   -5   to   keep   standing.  

HORNET  IAP  -10  8  15  4  P  28  

Specifically   designed   with   a   shaped   charged   that   detonates   on  
contact   sending   a   focused   force   forward   into   the   target   with  
the   sole   purpose   to   tear   through   whatever   it   comes   into  
contact   with.  

SQUIDY  TB  -20  2  0  2  P  10  
Designed   to   eplode   on   contact   sending   it   contents   in   10m  
radius   at   point   of   contact,   although   depending   on   the   contact  
point   the   the   spread   of   the   contents   can   be   obstructed.    The  



capsule   can   hold   from   simple   paint   to   powders   including  
metalic   and   radioac�ve   markers   that   can   targeted.  

DAY-GLO  CIB  -30  0  0  0  P  7  

They   are   triggered   immediately   on   leaving   the   bow   string  
which   set   in   the   �med   fuse   that   then   ignites   the   flare   and  
je�sons   the   parachute   that   arrests   the   decents   giving  
illumina�on   to   surrounding   areas   below   for   approximately   10  
seconds,   the   a�ached   arrow   sha�   can   be   used   again   if   found  
with   out   the   50%   recovery   chance.   

SMOKE/GAS  CB  -30  2  0  2  P  8  

Similar   to   Day-Glo,   these   arrow   are   triggered   immediately   on  
leaving   the   bow,   where   a   thin   smoke   trail   is   le�   for   anything   up  
to   three   seconds   depending   on   �mer   before   it   begins  
dispersing   smoke   or   other   gas   into   its   immediate   vacinity.  

FLASH   BANG  CIFB  -30  2  0  2  P  6  

The   sudden   acceleara�on   of   the   arrow   through   the   bow  
causes   �mer   to   begin   like   above.   However   if   it   hits   anything  
before   the   �mer   detonates   the   head   it   will   detonate   on  
contact   dealing   the   damage   describe   on   the   le�.   It   will   also  
temporarily   blind   and   deafen   those   within   10m,   blindness   is  
dependant   on   line   of   sight.  

SPLINTER  EBAP  -25  7  9  4  N  35  

This   is   arrow   is   designed   to   disintegrate   on   contact,   with   the  
sha�   also   sha�aring,   sending   shards   out   in   a   30degree   arc.  
Other   than   the   primary   damage   listed   to   the   le�,   each   shard  
aslo   deal   2dam,   5pen,   1ad.    Each   arrow   contains   six   shards.  
With   generally   the   first   two   hi�ng   the   first   target,   larger  
creature   gets   hit   with   either   four   or   all   six   shards.  

INFERNO  EIB  -30  2  0  2  N  28  

This   arrow   is   designed   for   burning   anything   it   comes   into  
contact   with   and   sustaining   the   fire   for    maximum   effect   like  
napalm   is   s�cks   to   and   burns   anything   flammable   it   comes   into  
contact   with   although   damp   wet   material   offer   protec�on.  
Water   itself   will   not   put   the   gel   out   but   will   prevent   anything  
catching   fire,   the   gel   is   also   designed   to   float   on   water    un�l  
the   fuel   is   spent.   Radius   10m   burns   for   1   round   dealing   3  
damage   per   phase   to   each   loca�on   affected.  

Frag   5  EB  -25  5*  5  5*  N  20  Detonates   on   contact   with   anything   it   s�kes   a�er  
automa�cally   being   armed   a�er   leaving   the   bow.   5m   radius  

Frag   10  EB  -30  10*  7  10*  N  35  Detonates   on   contact   with   anything   it   s�kes   a�er  
automa�cally   being   armed   a�er   leaving   the   bow.   10m   radius  

Tic  DAP  +0  2  10  2  P  10  

This   arrow   is   used   to   delivery   electronic   capsules   that   either  
bury   into   flesh   or   armour.   There   primary   funciton   is   to   allow  
tracking   but   can   also   be   used   to   assist   targe�ng,   especially  
Rocket   sha�ed   arrows   that   can   adjust   trajectory.  

Driller  CIFBAP(R)  -15  19  15  3  N  45  

This   is   a   prototype   chemical   laser   arrow   where   chemicals  
within   the   arrows   sha�   are   used   to   generate   the   instant   rapid  
energy   required   for   the   laser   burst   as   it   penetrates   any   armour  
and   spreads   out   in   a   conicle   spread   into   aything   in   front  
damaged/destroying   �ssue,   muscle   and   bone.  

Hotspot  EAP(EI)  -15  4  12  4  P  32  

Dual   headed   arrow   designed   specifically   to   deliver   a   small  
payload   inside   the   target.    This   type   (Expolsive   Incendiary)   is  
designed   to   deliver   a   small   magensium   flare   and   �ny  
ecapsulated   accelerant   to   give   excru�a�ng   pain   and   deal  
further   damage   un�l   the   flare   is   removed   burns   out.   3dam   per  
phase   for   1   round.  

Hotline  SEC  -10  2  2  2  P  20  As   per   Hotline  
Type:   S   =   Standard,   M   =   Mechanical,   D=   Digital,   E   =   Explosive,   T   =   Toxic,   C   =   Chemical,   I   =   Incendiary,   F  
=   Flash,   B   =   Burst,   AP   =   Armour   Piercing,   R   =   Rocket  
 
N.B:   Arrow   do   not   have   range   per   se   but   give   reduc�on   factor   wihich   reduces   op�mum   range.  
 
Arrow   Sha�s:   Arrows   in   the   above   table   are   priced   to   include   a   standard   MCLM   (Magne�c   Collar  
Locking   Mechanism)   arrow   sha�   only,   however   arrows   that   indicate   ‘P’   in   the   reusable   sec�on  
denotes   two   things,   firstly   that   it   is   ‘Part’   recoverable,   which   means   the   sha�   can   be   reused   although  
the   likelihood   of   recovering   the   sha�   is   only   30%   as   opposed   to   50%.,   the   sha�s   can   be   used   with  



head.    The   sha�   makes   up   3c   of   the   actual   price   of   the   arrow   so   if   you   have   the   sha�   you   only   need  
to   buy   replacement   heads.  
 
Secondly   it   inidcates   that   the   arrow   is   two   part   and   connects   by   the   MCLM   men�oned   above,   which  
means   the   arrow   head   can   be   connected   to   a   ‘Rocket’   (R)   sha�.    These   sha�s   on   non-standard  
non-reusable   sha�s   and   cost   10c   exch.   The   sha�s   as   described   for   the   ‘Comet’   arrows   increase   the  
effec�ve   range   of   an   arrow.   (+10   for   arrows   with   a   range   adjustment   of   -15m   or   less,   +5   for   those  
with   a   range   adjustment   greater   than   -15m)  
 
  



Contract   Directory   (Armour   Customisa�on   Supplement)  
 
Errata:   Silverback   +1   climb   due   to   grip   pads   and   armour   climbing   spikes   (see   descrip�on)  
 
PV   can   be   increased   for   off   the   shelf   armour   a   maximum   of   +3   for   500c   per   point   increase,  
powersuits   can   be   increase   by   a   maximum    of   +5.   
ID   is   bought   at   5c   per   point   per   loca�on,   exisi�ng   armours   can   increase   the   ID   in   any   loca�on   by   50%  
Building   custom   armours  
There   are   a   few   companies   that   offer   custom   armours   or   armour   modifica�ons   like   Killa   Chassis,  
Phase   Inc   and   Hughes   Technologies,   which   u�lise   their   own   products   or   can   manufucture   a   designer  
amour   from   Power   Projects   and   MAL   chassis   too.  
 
Armour   specifica�on   is   determined   primarily   by   the   exoskeleton   as   this   gives   the   framework   that   the  
armour   is   built   upon   and   also   dictates   the   kind   of   power   supply   that   is   required   to   provide   the   suits  
energy.   Depending   on   the   armour   specifica�on   it   is   possible   for   the   exoskeleton   to   give   a   strength  
increase   to   the   detriment   of   some   ID   or   vice   versa.  
 
Firstly   the   exoskeleton   and   power   supply   combina�on   are   to   be   picked   as   this   dictates   the   total   PV  
and   ID  
EXOSKELETONS  

1. Basic   Exoskeleton   (Power   Projects)   1 +1   detect 200c  
2. Whisper   (Power   Projects)   2   no   detect   modifier   when   moving,   inherent   low   electronic  

signature   -2   detect   vs   IR/UV 700c  
3. M.A.S.   Modular   Assault   Systems   –   Flexor   (Hughes   industries)   2   +1   detect,   +1   dex,   +1   pen   +2m  

MR. 700c  
4. Cacoon   (Killa   Chassis)   3 +1   PV +2   detect 600c  
5. Wired   (Power   Projects)   3 +2   detect 300c  
6. Impulse   (Phase   Inc)   3 -1   recoil +2   detect 400c  
7. Power   (Phase   Phase   Inc)   4  +3   detect 500c  
8. Improved   Exoskeleton   (Killa   Chassis)   4 +2   Str +3   detect 700c  
9. M.A.S.   Modular   Assault   Systems   –   Rebound   (Hughes   Industries)   4   +3   detect   +1   Str,   -1   recoil  

+2m   MR  1200c  
10. Decimator   (Power   Projects)   5 -1   recoil +3   detect 1000c  
11. Super   (Nova   Projects)   5 +2   Str,    -1   Recoil +3   detect 1300c  
12. Survivor   (Hughes   Industries)   5  +1   PV   -1   recoil 1300c  
13. Backlash   (Killa   Chassis)   6 Str   23   Dex   13   (max)   +1   Pen +4   detect 1700c  
14. Overlord   (MAL)   6 Str   26   Dex   13   (max)   +2   Pen +4   detect 2000c  

POWER   SUPPLY   (Inherent   modifier   to   detect   based   on   class)   detect   modifiers   based   on   power   suppy  
category.  

1. GA   Atomic   1 +1   detect 200c  
2. FEN   Halcyon   (Silent   Drive)   2 Silent   (No   Detect   modifier),   most   efficient   smallest   unit.  

Exoskeletons   class   3   or   less +50   ID +1   Dex 900c  
3. Power   Projects   Charge   2 None +1   detect 300c  
4. Power   Projects   Fusion   III   3 None +2   detect 400c  
5. HI   M.A.S.   Symbio   3 Dex   +1,   +1   detect,   +1   pen   (Arm   nodes   fi�ed),   +2m   MR   (Leg  

nodes   fi�ed) 700c*   Power   Booster   Node   Required   per   arm   and  
leg   150c   Ea.  

6. BLA   Overdrive   4 None +3   detect 600c  



7. GA   Reactor   IV   4 None +3   detect 600c  
8. FEN   Aurora   4 Quieter   +1   detect 750c  
9. HI   Hurricane   5 +4   detect +1   Pen 1500c  
10. MAL   Infinity   6 +5   detect   fusion   cell,   enhanced   power,   capable   of   powering  

energy   weapons   +2   Pen   +1   Str 3500c  
 

Maximum   PV  
 1  2  3  4  5  6  

1  12  14  15     
2  13  15  16  16  17   
3  14  15  16  17  18  20  
4   16  17  17  19  22  
5     18  19  24  
6       25  

N.B:   Minimum   PV   is   10   except   class   6   which   is   15  
Maximum   ID  

 1  2  3  4  5  6  
1  120  240  320     
2  220  310  400  480  620   
3  290  380  480  590  720  930  
4   490  580  680  800  1050  
5     730  870  1200  
6       1400  

N.B:   Class   6   exoskeleton   requires   pilot   powersuit.  
 
To   determine   ID   distribu�on,   distribute   using   the   following   percentages   10%   32%   13%   13%   16%   16%,  
all   percentages   are   rounded   down   with   any   residual   ID   added   to   torso.    (ID   Distribu�on   for  
Powersuits   is   different   in   that   all   body   parts   are   inside   torso   sec�on   except   legs   that   fit   in   top   sec�on  
of   legs.   Percentage   split   is:   10%,   38%,   12%,   12%,   14%,   14%)  
If   less   ID,   the   armour   receives   +1   bonus   to   strength   for   every   effec�ve   chassis   class   lower,   maximum  
+3   str   and   power   supply   benefits.   Example   if   I   have   category   5   chassis   with   category   4   power   unit,   it  
allows   me   a   maxmum   of   800,   if   I   only   want   to   use   680   which   would   be   the   equivalent   of   a   catergory  
4   chassis   I   get   +1   str.  
PV   doesn’t   have   to   be   taken   at   maximum,   if   PV   is   reduced   by   1   or   more   the   effec�ve   dexterity   is  
increased   by   1,   and   reduc�on   of   2   or   more   only   results   in   a   +1   pen   for   melee   weapons.   (Reducing   PV  
values   for   power   suits   has   no   effect)   
 
Custom   Fit:   All   custom   armour   has   this   as   part   of   the   design   and   therefore   if   anyone   else   a�empts   to  
wear   it   will   find   it   impossible   as   unlike   off   the   shelf   armours   which   have   plenty   of   ways   to   adjust   the  
armour,   custom   armour   has   none,   anoyone   the   same   size   will   find   they   receive   a   -3   to   all   skills,  
anyone   smaller   or   larger   will   not   fit.  
For   the   wearer   +1   to   hit   for   all   close   combat   skills   as   armour   feels   like   an   extension   of   themselves,  
recoil   reduced   for   all   ballis�c   weapons   by   1. 800c  
 
 
Servo   Assisted   Targe�ng   System   (Requires   targe�ng   camera   fi�ng   to   weapon)   reduces   snap   shot   by  
2   and   movement   modifiers   by   1.   Can   not   reduce   modifiers   to   less   than   1.    Uses   internal   camera   to  
see   where   you   are   looking,   places   targe�ng   re�cule   on   visor.   Ballis�c   weapons   sensor   fi�ed   to  



weapon   grip   and   hand   sec�on   of   armour   for   automa�c   func�onality,   can   be   disabled   via   1   second  
blink   with   corresponding   eye.   500c  
 
Scout   Helmets   can   be   encoporated   in   custom   armour   design   even   though   off   the   shelf   scout   helmets  
are   only   available   to   scout   package   trained   opera�ves   or   those   with   SCL   8   or   higher.   
 
Thermal   Condi�oning    –     U�lising   exis�ng   technology   from   wraith   raider   cooler   suits,   temperature  
sensors   on   the   surface   of   the   suit   monitor   the   ambient   air   temperature   and   heat/cool   the   suit   down  
via   miniscule   ducts   under   the   surface,   it   takes   several   seconds   for   the   suit   to   adjust   then   a   further  
couple   of   seconds   for   the   temperature   to   become   uniform   throughout,   totalling   one   round   before   it  
becomes   fully   adjusted,   however   �me   may   be   longer   or   shorter   depending   on   the   temperature  
differen�al   to   begin   with.    Addi�onal   cooling   is   supplied   near   exhaust   ports   to   keep   the   thermal  
signature   as   small   as   possible.  

Excess   heat   from   the   turbine   exhausts   when   they   are   not   opera�onal   are   rerouted   inside   the   suit   to  
keep   the   occupant   warm   before   exhaus�ng   through   ports   on   the   sides   of   the   feet.    This   mod   will  
make   it   very   difficult   for   an   observer   to   detect   the   user   using   IR   imaging   –4   to   IR   detect?    1500c  

Voicepro   Injectors  

HT   Emulex     Voice   Recogni�on    –   It   occurred   to   the   client   that   the   opera�on   of   the   HUD   and   other  
helmet   systems   would   benefit   from   voice   recogni�on   to   complement   the   exis�ng   design   and   speed  
up   its   func�onality,   therefore   a   simple   so�ware   modifica�on   has   been   made   and   a   set   of   simple  
commands   has   been   developed   for   use   with   the   suit   that   recognises   the   client’s   voice,   any   command  
is   indicated   on   the   HUD   before   the   user   can   confirm   or   cancel   the   command,   unless   otherwise  
stated.  

Cost:   80Cr  

 

Electromagne�c   Souls    –   For   zero   gravity   environments   the   suit   comes   complete   with  
electromagne�c   souls   to   enable   secure   foo�ng   on   metallic   surfaces   in   a   zero   gravity   environment.  

Cost:   150Cr?  

 

Radio/Electro   Jammer    –   This   device   sends   white   noise   at   all   frequencies   interfering   with   radio  
transmissions   and   other   sensory   equipment   that   relies   on   transmi�ng   and   receiving   data,   the   radio  
jammer   effects   both   the   user   of   the   suit,   and   other   individuals   or   equipment   within   a   twenty   five  
meter   radius   and/or   have   a   line   of   sight   that   is   interrupted   by   the   jammer’s   signal.  

Cost:   550Cr?  

 

Loca�on   Beacon    –   Suit   is   fi�ed   with   a   beacon   that   emits   a   modulated   signal   at   high   frequencies   that  
can   be   picked   up   using   any   tracking/monitoring   device   which   has   been   given   the   frequency.    Ac�ve  
range   is   short   at   only   5km’s   in   which   hand   held   devices   can   pin   point   the   signal   emi�ed.    Its   passive  
range   is   50km’s   whereby   larger   tracking   devices   and   scanners   found   on   killkopters,   scaf   bikes   and  
APC’s   can   register.  



Cost:   150Cr?  

 

HT   Surge   Protec�on    –   Prevents   suit   becoming   overloaded   when   subjected   to   sudden   surges   in  
electricity,   surges   redirected   to   ground   via   earthing   straps   on   feet   and   rubberised   soles,   capacitors  
fi�ed   to   absorb   any   electrical   spikes   or   surges.  

Cost:   400Cr?  

 

HT   Failsafe   Mode    –   If   for   any   reason   the   suit   malfunc�ons   or   powers   down,   all   servos   within   the   suits  
design   have   been   modified   such   that   they   will   go   into   failsafe   mode.    Failsafe   prevents   the   suit   from  
seizing,   allowing   the   user   limited   mobility   to   s�ll   move   or   allow   them   to   exit   the   suit   instead   of   being  
imprisoned   within.  

Cost:   200Cr?  

Gauntlets    –   The   hand   sec�on   of   the   armour   have   been   slightly   modified   to   enable   the   wearers   claws  
to   be   accommodated.    The   user   has   also   requested   that   the   gauntlets   be   designed   with   modular  
intent   so   custom   weaponry   can   be   a�ached   in   the   future   without   the   need   of   addi�onal   fixings.  

The   palm   of   the   gauntlets   have   been   designed   to   ensure   maximum   dexterity   of   the   hands   by   making  
the   material   as   thin   and   flexible   as   possible   to   ensure   the   user   doesn’t   have   reduc�on   in   feel.    The  
material   is   constructed   such   that   it   has   a   wet   grip   type   func�onality   to   reduce   slippage.  

To   finish   the   rubber   polymer   has   had   infused   a   thin   matrix   of   criss-crossed   wires   to   which   is   a�ached  
hundreds   of   electro-reac�ve   flexible   myomers   which   look   like   course   hair.    When   a   small   electrical  
current   is   passed   through   the   matrix,   the   myomers   s�ffen   and   stand   up,   these   small   myomer   spikes  
aid   the   users   grip   on   any   rough   surfaces   making   it   easy   to   climb   (+2),   smooth   surfaces   offer   no   such  
benefit.  

Cost:   700Cr?  

Phantom   Pregnancy   Ac�ve   Camo    –   As   a   Xeno   specific   addi�on,   phantom   pregnancy   have   progressed  
the   XO   weapon   coverings   into   the   armour   market,   the   cost   of   this   upgrade   may   vary   depending   on  
suit   size,   but   any   op�on   is   not   cheap.  

Like   the   XO   coa�ngs   on   the   guns,   the   biogene�c   camo   picks   up   chemical   changes   from   the   Xeno   and  
changes   its   pigmenta�on   to   blend   in   to   its   surroundings,   as   would   any   Xeno   normally.    As   with   all  
armour,   it   is   expected   to   get   damaged,   but   its   regenera�ve   capability   soon   spreads   over   any   crack   or  
holes   within   the   coa�ng   as   normal,   however   it   doesn’t   mean   the   ID   of   the   armour   replenishes,   it  
doesn’t.  

Once   the   camo   has   blended   in   to   the   environment,   the   only   areas   le�   exposed   are   between   the  
ceramic   pla�ng,   to   this   extent   the   difficulty   to   an   observer’s   detect   check   when   the   camo   is   in  
opera�on   is   the   user’s   knowledge   –1   depending   on   their   viewpoint.  

The   XO   coa�ng   requires   vev   food   to   sustain   itself   but   in   the   case   of   armour   the   amount   required   is  
tripled   plus   an   addi�onal   1   for   every   exoskeleton   class   over   1,   plus   its   requirements   increase   when   its  
is   called   to   regenerate,   typically   the   suit   uses   four   canisters   of   vev   food   per   month,   this   capacity   has  
been   built   into   the   internals   of   the   suit,   in   addi�on   the   suit   houses   specially   contoured   canisters   that  
fit   snugly   on   the   sides   of   the   calves   that   drip   feed   food   con�nuously   into   the   suit   as   required   allowing  



the   suit   to   be   easily   topped   up   at   convenient   intervals,   this   addi�onal   capacity   is   the   equivalent   of  
two   more   weeks   supply.  

Cost:   11,000   +   4,000   per   exoskeleton   class   up   to   class   5  

 
Power   Projects   Jump   Drive   (Suitable   for   Class   2   and   3   exoskeletons):    The   jump   drive   from   the  
famous   silverback   power   armour   now   comes   avaialable   for   fitment   on   custom   armour,   the   unit   is   not  
cheap   but   does   give   the   wearer   similar   jump   capacity   to   that   of   silverback.   Although   any   armour   with  
a   total   ID   over   330   fi�ed   does   suffer   opera�onal   constraints   with   only   a   +1m   MR   to   sprint,  
+2m/phase/phase   jump   (Based   on   maintaining   ver�cal   height)   velocity   uses   in�ial   land   speed   before  
accelera�on.  
+3m   MR   to   sprint   +4m/phase/phase   jump   (Based   on   maintaining   ver�cal   height)   velocity   uses   in�ial  
land   speed   before   accelera�on.  
Any   qualifying   armour   with   total   ID   of   +450   can   not   have   this   unit   due   to   its   sheer   weight.   3000c  
  



Vehicles  
 
FEN   3660   (P)   'Velociraptor'   
Type:   VTOL   
Max   Speed   2,000km/hr   (Mach2):   320m/phase   
Movement:   3   x   Thrust   Fusion   Turbines,   2   x   Turbo   Fans   
Dimensions:   8.9m   length,   6.2m   wide,   5.3m   height   
Weight:   10.5   tonnes   
Crew   3:   Pilot,   Co-Pilot   (Navigator),   Gunner   
Passengers:   12   
Skill:   Pilot   Military   
Armament:   2   x   30mm   twin-Barrelled   chain   gun   (Nose   mounted,   forward   firing),   3   x   Ti-Barrelled   Power  
Reapers   (Wings   and   Nose)  
PV:   23  
ID:1300   
N.B:  
(P)   -   Denominates   the   FEN   3660   fitment,   in   this   case   "Personnel"   allowing   the   transporta�on   of   people   for  
quick   deployment   or   extrac�on,   other   fitments   include   the   following:  
(B)   -   Bomber,   passenger   compartment   fi�ed   for   ordnance.   
(F)   -   Fighter,   fi�ed   out   with   upgraded   armaments,   longer   range   fuel   cells,   increased   surveillance   and  
planetary   orbital   defence   capability.   
(C)   -   Civilian,   disarmed   but   has   the   op�on   for   passive/non-lethal   armaments.   Passenger   numbers   typically  
lower   than   12   depending   on   the   trim   op�on   selected,   usually   halved.  
 
"We   at   FEN   Aeronau�cs   Division   are   proud   to   bring   you   the   release   of   the   Velociraptor,   helping   provide  
the   security   to   you   domes�cally   an   off   world"   Weapons   Manufacture   and   Design   on   behalf   of   FEN  
Aeronau�cs  
 
An�-Gravimetric   Fusion   Drives  
The   future   of   travel   is   here,   cast   of   the   limita�ons   of   ge�ng   from   A   to   B   by   road,   stuck   in   traffic,  
worrying   about   where   you   can   get   to   that   important   mee�ng   in   �me.  
We   here   Fen   Harvey   Fusion   (FHF)   have   finally   developed   a   means   to   defy   gravity   making   it   possible   to  
travel   easier   in   and   around   town,   or   even   over   them!    Literally   jump   the   queues   and   get   ahead   in   the  
ul�mate   means   of   travel.  
 
An�-Gravimetric   fusion   drives   defy   gravity   repelling   itself   from   the   ground,   unlike   conven�onal   fusion  
thrusters   that   force   air   down   which   pushes   up,   these   drives   generate   a   field   the   pushes   away   from  
the   ground   instead,   the   stronger   the   field   the   more   it   is   pushed   away.  
 
We   here   are   very   excited   over   the   possibili�es   that   this   could   and   are   hopeful   to   deliver   new   line  
transpor�ng   to   you   soon.    High   flyers   can   now   be   just   that.  
 
FEN   0231   Spider   CQ   Reconnaisance   Vehicle  
Type   Light   APC  
Max   Speed:   140km/hr  
Dimensions   6m   4m   2.5m  
Weight:   7.5    tonnes  
Crew:   1   Driver,   1   Gunner   (op�onal)  
Passengers:   6  
Skill:   Drive   Military  



Armament:   Power   Reaper,   Smoke   and   tear   gas  
Cost:   200,000Cr  
Accelara�on   2.2  
Turning   Circle:   3  
 
The   spider   despite   it’s   apparent   looking   size   it   is   excep�onally   nimble   as   a   result   of   its   telescopic  
ar�culate   umbilical   reac�ve   suspension   and   gauss   independent   integral   wheel   drives,   the   vehicle  
literally   has   the   capability   of   going   anywhere.   The   individual   drive   trains   are   housed   on   arched   gauss  
runners   that   wrap   around   the   outer   armoured   shell   of   the   vehicle   and   give   it   the   ability   to   even   right  
itself   if   flipped   over.  
 
The   vehicle   isn’t   as   heavily   armoured,   capable   of   the   higher   speed   of   its   bigger   brothers,   it   also   lacks  
the   space   and   passenger   capacity   but   the   sheer   nimbleness   and   flexibility   of   this   vehicle   makes   it   a  
fair   compromise.    The   electronics   like   all   FEN   vehicles   is   sophis�cated,   offering   a   suite   of   onboard  
surveillance   and   various   external   scanners   that   give   the   driver   a   clear   picture   of   its   surroundings.  
 
"FEN   Automo�ve   Division,   giving   you   the   means   to   get   into   gear"   
 


